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We report the development of a method for creating new 
submicron periodic materials. These materials will have numerous 
applications in various areas of technology. This periodic material 
is composed of a body-centered cubic (BCC), face-centered cubic 
(FCC), or random hexagonal stacked array of spherical particles 
in which the periodicity is locked into a hydrogel polyacrylamide 
network.’ The lattice constant of this array can be varied between 
ca. 10 nm and > 1 pm. The particles are generally monodisperse 
polymer or inorganic spheres with diameters smaller than the 
lattice constant of the array. The volume percent of particles can 
be made as large as ca. 75% or smaller than 1%. 

The periodic array forms through the electrostatic self-assembly 
of charged colloidal particles. It is well-known that submicron 
periodic ordered structures called crystalline colloidal arrays 
(CCA) will self-assemble from monodisperse colloidal spheres 
containing surface functional groups that ionize in s0lution.~-5 If 
these spheres are dispersed in a polar medium such as water, the 
surface groups ionize to form spherical macroions which are 
surrounded by a diffuse counterion cloud. If the solution medium 
is pure and contains few other ionic species, the repulsive 
interaction between spherical macroions can be significant over 
macroscopic distances greater than 1 pm.&* For high particle 
concentrations (> 1013/cm3) significant interparticle repulsion 
occurs a t  the average interparticle spacing; the minimum energy 
configuration for the assembly of spherical macroions is a BCC 
or FCC crystal structure. 

Monodomain CCA arrays can be made very large; these well- 
ordered crystalline arrays efficiently Bragg diffract light.2 Our 
group has developed techniques to grow large, thin single crystals 
of these arrays for use as Bragg diffraction devices.29 For example, 
Figure 1 shows diffraction from a CCA composed of 150-nm 
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Figure 1. Extinction spectra of a liquid crystalline colloidal array (CCA) 
and a polymerized crystalline colloidal array (PCCA). The CCA and 
PCCA were composed of 150-nm polystyrene spheres with surface 
sulfonate groups in a liquid medium containing 50% N-vinylpyrrolidone, 
17% acrylamide, 4.5% N,N’-methylenebis(acrylamide), and 1% benzoin 
methyl ether. The similarity of the diffraction peaks of the CCA and 
the PCCA indicates that little disturbance of the array occurred upon 
polymerization. The refractive index of the system is ca. 1.44. 

polystyrene spheres with a particle concentration of 9.4 X 1013 
spheres/cm3, which corresponds to a volume fraction of 8.3%. 
These spheres were made by emulsion polymerization of styrene 
with divinylbenzene as a cross-linker and the sodium salt of 
l-(allyloxy)-2-hydroxypropanesulfonate (COPS- 1) as an ionic 
monomer. Each sphere contains 7600 ionizing sulfonate groups. 
The Bragg diffraction at  525 nm occurs in the dynamical 
diffraction regime and almost follows the classical Bragg’s law? 

A, = 2nd sin 8 

where is the wavelength of light in vacuum, n is the refractive 
index of the system, d is the plane spacing, and t9 is the Bragg 
glancing angle. 

These liquid-phase CCA are stable, but will transiently disorder 
under shock. The CCA will also disorder upon introduction of 
ionic impurities which screen the interparticle repulsive interac- 
tions. Thus, their long-term stability depends upon thecleanliness 
of their environment and their containers. 

We have developed an approach to permanently lock in the 
CCA array ordering in a solid matrix. We introduce into the 
CCA highly purified nonionic polymerizable monomers that can 
form a hydrogel network around the CCA spheres. For example, 
we form a solid CCA matrix by introducing highly purified 
acrylamide, N,N’-methylenebis(acrylamide), and N-vinylpyr- 
rolidone into the CCA solution, and we use UV light to excite 
benzoin methyl ether to initiate the polymerization. 

This liquid polymerized CCA (PCCA) forms a solid hydrogel 
which locks in the CCA periodic order; the CCA will remain 
stable in the presence of these polymerizable species provided 
that the monomers do not contain ionic impurities. The CCA 
polymerization results in only modest changes in the CCA ordering 
as evidenced by the modest alterations of the diffraction peak 
(Figure 1). The hydrogel film is very stable; addition of solutes 
does not perturb the array ordering since the lattice order no 
longer depends upon electrostatic interactions between spheres. 

The PCCA hydrogel film formed is elastic and contains 30 vol 
%water. Stretching the gel causes the diffraction peak wavelength 
to decrease in response to a decrease in the layer spacing;lo the 
layer spacing along the film normal decreases as the film is 
stretched (Figure 2). 
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which contains the submicron periodic structure. The shape 
remains identical to that of the original PCCA film. 

The work here demonstrates a motif for preparing solid 
submicron periodic systems out of a variety of materials. The 
only requirement is that the spherical particles must be mono- 
disperse and possess numerous surface ionizing groups. Mono- 
disperse spheres can be prepared from both organic and inorganic 
materials. Emulsion polymerization can be used to synthesize 
monodisperse polymer spheres from polystyrene, poly(methy1- 
methacrylate), fluorinated polymer materials, etc.12 Monodis- 
perse inorganic materials can be synthesized using techniques 
such as the Stober process13 and microemulsion ~ynthesis . '~  
Electrostatic self-assembly creates a CCA periodic array with a 
wide variety of possible lattice constants from colloidal particles 
with a wide variety of particle diameters. 

These systems will have numerous applications in technology. 
For example, they will be useful as optical filtersZP and optical 
limitersl18vb and variable mechanically controlled wavelength 
rejection filters.10 
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Figure 2. (a) Extinction spectra of a polymerized crystalline colloidal 
array (PCCA) composed of 170-nm colloidal particles polymerized in a 
hydrogel composed of 50% N-vinylpyrrolidone, 6% acrylamide, and 1% 
N,N'-methylenebis(acry1amide). The PCCA shows a diffraction maxi- 
mum at  573 nm. (b) Extinction spectrum of the PCCA during a uniaxial 
strain in the plane of the film; the diffraction maximum shifts down to 
538 nm due to the decrease in the interplanar distances. (c) Extinction 
spectrum of the PCCA after the stress was relieved. The PCCA again 
shows a diffraction maximum at  573 nm. 

The water medium in the film can be replaced by other materials 
without changing the CCA ordering. For example, in our work" 
on developing optical limiters we have used benzyl alcohol to 
refractive index match a PCCA made from poly(methy1 meth- 
acrylate) spheres and hydrogel network above. Although the 
periodic order is maintained, the refractive index matched system 
does not Bragg diffract light. However, any perturbation which 
alters the relative refractive index between the spheres and the 
medium causes the array to diffract light; the device becomes an 
optical limiter. 

The liquid medium of the PCCA can also be replaced by a 
polymerizable monomer or inorganic glass precursor. Polym- 
erization or condensation of this system results in a rigid film 
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